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Student Government
officers to be removed
ethical behavior because open positions
in the SGA were being filled at the end
of an interim administration by those
who were not properly suited or being
interviewed thoroughly. Additionally,
Torregrosa also says he was denied
access to infonnation on the nominees
until he took office the beginning of
August To correct the nomination proby JOE CHABUS
Staff writer
cess, the new president said he would
like to see the heads of each SGA comStudentGovernmentPresident inittee be involved; previously they were
Miguel Torregrosa announced Sun- not. Torregrosa summarized the nomiday night he is rescinding all SGA nation process during the interim sumnominations made during the interim mer administration as whoever wanted
presidency of Mike Hess. This deci- tobenominate.dcameil1,mettheinterim _ 1
sion will affect nominations of three student body president and had an interElection Commissioners, 10 Senators view.
Hess, currently back in his previand one Justice.
Torregrosa stated the length of ous position as the Senate Pro Tempore,
terms for Election Commissioners and denies any wrong doing. He also does
Justices figured heavily in his deci- not believe the position of president has
sion. Justice terms run for two years the power to rescind his nominations
and Election Commissioners are in and that this issue will ultimately be
office for a year. Senators will be referred to the judicial council for its
running forofficeagainin three weeks. interpretation. According to Hess, every
'"These are people that we're student has a right to be on the student
going to havl?,to work with day in and government, and his appointments gave
day out, so I refuse to accept the student<.> the op{X)rtunity to serve. For
nominations," Torregrosa said. "We this reason, he does not feel any unethiwant to know the people we are going cal behavior has been committed.
to work with, and we want to make
'1 think it is a shame to take the
sure that they are competent. We've opportunity away from those students
been delayed by three months, and we that applied for the offices. Considering
have to hit the ground running. There how close we are to the end of the term,
courtesy/ PAUL CHAPMAN
is no time for on the job training."
the appointments I made will basically
UCF
running
back
Marquette
Smith,
is
ready
to
display
his
incredible
skills that promThe 14 positions in question be invalid by the time the president goes
this
season.
He
is
down
from
205
lbs.
to
185
lbs.
meaning only
ise
to
be
even
better
were appointed as the last act of the through the interview process and evfor
the
Eastern
Kentucky
Colonels
he
is
faster
than
ever.
one
thing
interim administration. With this in
see SG, page 3
mind, Torregrosa suggests this is un-

D Torregrosa has
rescinded all SGA
nominations made
during the interim's
presidency.
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Pell .grants in trouble
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES
Special to the Future

The U.S. House of Representatives this month approved a bill to
restructure the federal Pell Grant program and eliminate small grants for
an estimated 250,000 college students.
House Republicans said its
plan will re-focus the program to
target those students most in need of
financial aid. The bill would increase
the maximum Pell Grant by $100
next year but terminate aid to lessneedy students who do not qualify
for grants of at least $600. The current minimum grant is $400.
"The committee believes that
fundingforthesesmallgrants, which
support individuals with relatively
less need, should be better targeted
to those students with relatively
greater financial need," said a report
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = - - accompanying the bill, H.R. 2127.
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w we all got Warped over the summer-F. 2

News
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The 250,000 students affected
by the cut "wil1 have ready access to
additional loans of $400-$600 necessary to supplement their education
expenses," the report added. The
change is needed to "better target
limited resources to those students
with the great~st needs," it said.
Overall, the plan wo~ld cut
total funding for Pell by $500 million next year. However, the maximum grant would increase from
$2,340 to 2,440.
.
A bitterly divided House approved the bill in early August by a
voteof219 to 208, with most Democrats opposing the measure.
''This bill is simply a monster
ofinequity ,"said Rep. Vic Fazio (D
Calif.) of the bill, which would fund
federal education, employment and
human-service programs. "One-half
of the cuts in this bill are stolen from
see PELL, page 4
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Orlando, FL 32801
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S.G. officers to be removed
not the intent. We want to make
everything equal and everything fair.
erything else that goes along with It's unfortunate that this had to be
it," Hess explains. "The president is done."
taking away students' chance to ex''I wanted to make this public .
perience the office before they run I wanted to be on record, and say,
for it in the fall term. I don't know yes, we are clearing the nominawhy he did it, and I don't agree with tions, but if nominees still want the
office, then please, re-apply. We'll
it at all."
Nominees will be given the get you tbeinforrnationand sit down
opportunity tore-apply with the new with the appropriate people and we' 11
administration. Torregrosa wants get you appointed."
Rosibel Monserrate is one of
to give every student the chance to
fill an open position, and he feels those students whose nomination
that rescinding all nominations will has been rescinded.
offer a "level playing field."
Originally nominated to be
"We truly feel that these ap- an Election Commissioner in July,
pointments were done unethical. she now says she will re-apply for
There's a lot of other things that the position.
played a role into the nominations
"I feel it is President
and we're trying to take the politics Torregrosa's right as president to
out of it," said Torregrosa. "Re- rescind the nomination, and I will
scinding the nominations might be re-apply and go through the process
seen as a political move but that's again," Monserrate said.
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Fonner UCF graduate
dies in the line of duty
by JEFF HUNT
News editor

Colonel Harry M. Murdock,
a former UCF graduate who was
killed while trying to save 78 Marine~ during flooding in California, will be posthumously awarded
the Legion of Merit during ceremonies at the Apopka City Park
on Friday; Sept. I.
Colonel Murdock was the
Commanding Officer at the Marine Combat Training Battalion,
School of Infantry when he was
killed while trying to scout a safe
crossing spot for the Marines who
were stranded on the other side of
a river.
The 20-year veteran was
posthumously promoted to the

rank of Colonel shortly after his
death. His previous awards included the Meritorious Service
Medal with two gold stars and the
Navy Achievement Medal.
Colonel Murdock left behind his wife, the former Miss
Judy Moore of Apopka, and two
children, Michael and Cory.
Colonel Thomas W. Parker,
Commanding Officer, 6th Marine
Corps· District will present the
award during ceremonies which
are scheduled to begin at 4 p.m. at
the Armed Forces Mem~rial.
In case of bad weather, cer-
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Greek

LARA E. GILLEY
Greek columnist

Column'~.....,,i/

pha is proud of their new pledges
and skits they used for rush this
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arounDdedSOegirB·aklsaser,pPle1'dBgeseta. Phi's we really attracted a lot of girls
with that skit because it just shows
PledthgeEducatorexplains, "We've another side of Zeta."
got e best girls, I think, out of
Good news for them is that
every single sorority."
"Zeta's On Broadway" is going to
This opinion seems to be its nationals for other Zeta chappopular among all the sororities, ters to use across the nation.
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very well. We did a great job this magic Dancer, help them with its
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year ''we changed everything, our know all of them."
Caitlin HendeFson, Delta
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!)j . costrimes, the decorations. It was
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sorority ~t UCF, had extra obstacles to overcome with its rusJl.
Such obstacles were being ''the
newsorority,"havingtolearnhow
rush works at UCF, not having a

One thing Caitlin wanted to
mention was that, ''Panhellenic
and all the Rho Chi's were very
helpful, and I would like to give
them a special thank you for all
their help."

~=;::.:i~!:!~::r:~~';;; availa~~~or°:.'.:.:~b;tasH:~
night of rush. This included drag· Rho Chi, Jennifer Blye, feels from
gingtonsofdecorationsalongwith her point of
''Rush went ab·

vie~.
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appreciates that they, ''had lotS·of
Rush is over now for the
. help from the-Alumnae and advi· sororities until 1996. Nextare the
:!j; . ·
:fraternities tum-after Labor Day

so~ln-theare3."Shealso:ispleaSed
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Center, adjacent to the park on Forest
Avenue. For addjtional information,
contact SSgt Gary M. Daugherty at
(407) 249-5870.
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Every Wednesday on
THE GREEN
from 11-1 pm

Pell grants are on the culling block
from PELL, page 1

the single-best investment we can
make in our future: education."
Other Democrats charged
the cuts will fund tax breaks for
business and the wealthy. "These
cuts far exceed what would be
necessary to balance the budget,"
added Rep. David Obey (D-Wis.),
senior Democrat on the House
Appropriations Committee that
SHOES SHIRTS & SHORTS SPORTING GOODS
drafted the measure.
GOLDENROD GROVES SHOPPING CENTER
Critics say the bill, if en(CORN~ OF ALOMA & HOWELL BRANCH)
acted into law, would mean cuts
of $4 billion in federal education
spending next year.
President Clinton vowed to
YOUR PURCHASE OF
veto the measure shortly after it
$25.00 OR MORE
cleared the House. "What is being
(EXPIRES 11130195 )
done to the college programs and
Shoes for: jogging.soccer.basketball.tennis.etc. the job training program is simply
unacceptable," he said.
The jobless training cuts inUniversity Floral
elude
termination
of an $800 mil& ::G ift Shoppe
lion program offering summer jobs
YOUR ONE-STOP SHOPPE
to at-risk youth.
FOR ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS
Though the bill does inUNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER
crease the maximum Pell Grant,
4250 ALAFAYA TR. OVIEDO, FL 32765
House Republicans fell short of
(Next to Border Cantina)
Clinton's own goals for the pro366-1177
Show Student ID and
gram in 1996. Earlier this year, he
We wire
proposed a maximum of $2,620 in
Get
a
10%
Discount
Flowers, Balloons & Gift Baskets
Anywhere!
- - - - - - - - - - 1996 to make up for past cuts in
the maximum grant.
IN ADDITION TO BEAUTIFUL
_ Elsewhere in education,
FRESH FLOWERS WE ALSO HAVE
H.R.
2127 would eliminate many
.
World
Wide
Delivery
• ·SILKS • BALLOONS • GIFfS
graduate
programs such as the
Prompt
Delivery
Service
• DISH GARDENS • GIFT BASKETS
Free Bridal Consultations
Patricia Roberts Harris Fellow• FLOOR PLANTS
r ship that help recruit underserved
minorities for graduate education.

$5.00 OFF

Grandparents' </Jay

Other fellowship programs inelude Javits fellowships for doctoral study, Byrd honor scholarships for high school students,
Douglas teacher scholarships, national science scholars and faculty development fellowships.
Support for these graduate
fellowships totaled $50 million in
1995
The Republicans' plan also
eliminates all funding for State
Student Incentive Grants (SSIG),
in which tP.e federal government
provides matching funds for state
grant programs. SSIG received
$63 million this year.
Another provision in the
measure ends new capital contributions for Perkins Loans, a campus-based student-aid program.
Last year's Congress allocated
$158 million for new contributions.
Obey said eliminating federal contributions would deny aid
to 150,000 college students. The
average grant in the Perkins program is about $1,400. Democrats
sought unsuccessfully to restore
some of the _Perkins funds during
debate on the measure.
Elsewhere in student aid, the
bill would freeze funding for college work/study programs at the
currentlevelof$616million. Support for Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grants would remain
at $583 million under the legislation.
H.R. 2127 also would freeze

funding for TRIO programs that
recruit disadvantaged and minority students into higher education.
Funds for historically black colleges would remain frozen, while
a small program to support Hispanic-serving colleges and universities would face a 10 percent
cutback.
Another provision of the
spending bill would limit administrative costs in the new Direct
Loan program, in which the federai government, through schools,
makes educational loans directly
to students without the help of
banks. Many Republicans want to
scale back or curtail the prognu~,
claiming it will not reach its anticipated savings. Democrats defended the program saying it will
save money by cutting out subsidies to financial institutions.
The action now moves to
the Senate; where members will
mark up their own version of an
education/human service spending bill by mid-September. A
House/Senate conference committee then would resolve any differences between the bills before
sending a final package to the
White House.
The government's fiscal
year begins Oct. 1, although delays and a presidential veto could
leave education programs without firm funding at the start of.the
new year. Congress, now in adjournment, will return to work
after Labor Day.

•

September 10th
They probably aren't expe<;:ting
anything for Grandparents' Day.
Surprise them - send flowers.

AnnuoE 1s
EVERYTHING.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL,823-2191
•
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How do you think the UCF football team will do this season~
''I really don'tthink they'll do that well."
• Lisa Belton
Senior

"I hope they do well, but with how FSU
is they're gonna get beat. They're still
gonna get a lot of support from me.
Give them a couple ofyears and they'll
gain the skill they need"
• Rafael Melgoza
Junior

•

•

..

''I think they won't do good this season..• I'm sorry!"
• Jessica Abrew
Sophmore

"They're gonna do so great They have
many talented and good looking guys•••
They're gonna win, win, win!"
• Shannon Brown
Senior

.9L Price{ess (jift

------1

Make a unique and personal contribution to another
family's happiness:
Healthy women between ages 21 and 33
are needed to donate eggs for infertile couples.
Compensation provided. All donors are anonymous.

Call Mary or Michelle at 896- 7575
for information.
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Coming Next Issue:
O Meet Brynner Yee, The Young
Republic, in his introductory
biography.
O David Swartz, A Little Twist
discusses the perils of feeding
alligators.
O Laura Handy, Guest
Columnist fears government
involvement in families.

o

Dan Griffin, The Liberal Media
has a few choice words about
Glenda Hood.
The Central Florida Future wekomes your
letters and article. Submissions may be mailed,
faxed, e-mailed, or brought to our offices.
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Ignorance and misogyny live on, even here
Usually, when I
head to the Mac Lab to
write my latestcolurrin,
I take the time to peruse
the TempServer to see
if anything interesting
might have been left
behind. More often than
not, all I find are dry reports on lawn mower repair or vector ticks. One day last tenn,
however, I found something that truly blew my mind.
Now, we usu1illy expect college to be an institute of
higher Jeai-ning, where people broaden their horizons and their
minds. What I found seems to indicate a failure of cosmic
proportions for at least one student. I could scarcely believe
that, in this environment, ignorance and misogyny could
flourish in even one student's mind. Yet, right in the MacLab' s
TempServer, one extremely misguided individual attempted
to use the Bible to justify his hatred of women. What's even
more bizarre is that this was apparently a class assignment!
Here are a few quotes from this rather sick and twisted
missive:
"'Women have advanced. .. more and more women are
moving up to positions ofpower. ' I have noticed that immorality has grown to epidemic proportions.... We have grown
more immoral precisely because
women have gained power. This is not
just a sexist comment... "
You're, right.It'snotJUSTsexist ! It's hateful, misogynistic as well as
being sexist. First of all, to show a
direct correlation, you must show a
statistical relationship between the two
phenomena, using FACTS! OK, perhaps he hasn't grasped the concepts of
reality quite yet.
I could say that we have grown
more immoral because Catholic priests
haveahistoryofmolestingyoungboys. Itdoesn'tmakeittrue
unless I can back up the assertion with documented facts and
show that one phenomenon directly led to the development of
the other.
Brilliant Quote the Second: "Women are usually the
ones who lea.d men to the worship ofother gods and immorality." Naturally, our learned scholar uses biblical examples in
a vain attempt to justify his blathering.
King Solomon, he states, married and kept one thousand women. Naturally, of course, all these women forced
him into marriage. Being a king and all, I'm sure he was easily
swayed by their vile charms due to his lack of independent
thinking. They in-turn forced him to worship other gods and
surround himselfwith riches. No personal responsibility here,
no, sir-ee. Those evil women picking on poor, defenseless,
mindless men! I guess the words "self-control" and "no"
·didn't exist back then, eh?
Our learned scholar offers further examples of the
depraved women who seem to overflow the pages ofthe Bible,
but just so we don't get the wrong idea he inserts two

comments about himself
to remind us what a nice
guy he is:
"This reminds me
of people today who, if
you don't believe as they do, will call you an extremist. They 1
<:all anyone who disagrees with anything they say intolerant..."
"... / don'tbelieve that women, ofthemselves, are inherently evil... I also am pointing out some of the hypocrisy of
statements ma.de... of the Bible... "
Hmmm. Extremist. Intolerant. Hypocrisy. Why
would he think anyone might apply those labels to him?
You're not an intolerant, hypocritical extremist because you
disagree with me. You' re a hypocritical, intolerant extremist
because of your own bizarre ideas, not because of me.
Some other jewels of wisdom include:
"God's commandment to the men of Israel not to
shave... their beards might have been to prevent more widespread (sic) homosexuality. I believe that this practice, as well
as a more vicious display ofaggression by women, has pushed
more men toward homosexuality. As more men become
homosexuals, more women tum to the same."
Well, there you have it folks.
Shaving is the cause of homosexuality. Vicious displays of aggression by women also cause men to
turn gay, which in turn causes lesbi- e
anism. What a mental giant this
fella is. All the scientific research
to showing a genetic link to homosexuality must be wrong! Justthrow
away your razors and men will stop
being gay! After all, there are no gay
men with beards and mustaches.
This final quote is what really
kills me, though. "If we keep open minds and make ourselves
open to new things, we will find that the Bible is a wonderful
source of inspiration, and it contains many good messages
and keen insight..."
Everything in this last statement is true, yet our bigoted
author seems unable to grasp or even vaguely understand the
mea_ning of his own words. If you were to base your understanding of the Bible on what this person has written, well,
your viewpoint would be as sick and twisted as his. YOU would
come away thinking that the Bible is about hate and intolerance. You would come away thinking that women are the root
of all evil.
The truly incomprehensible part, though, is that our
author' s point of view is representative of far too many rightwing conservatives who gained so much political clout when
the Republicans landslide happened. Conservative Christians
have championed hate and wiIJ continue to do so until the
decent people of this country, those who truly understand the
teachings of God (regardless of denomination or religion),
stand up and put a stop to this insanity.

Shaving is the cause of
homosexuality. Vicious
displays of aggression by
·women also cause men
tum gay, which in tum
causes lesbianism.

•
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Federal raid on bug killers of America Trade war perspectives
•

•

O Before you even
think about killing
those pesky garden
pests, you had
better read the
warning label.
I have, here, a can of Raid.
I've got a general idea of what it is
for, after all, it has giant letters that
say "Flying Insect Killer" right
across it. It's a fairly self-explanatory title. It would also make a really cool name for a band.
On the back of the can are
volumes ofinstructions for safe disposal and what to do if you accidentally ingest the entire aerosol container. And then there are the directions. The Directions For Use start
withascarysentencethatsayssomething to the effect that it is a violati on of Federal Law to use this product in a man- ,
ner inconsis-

~

_·:: ~'. fF t
::==::-~:::·

lably) MY NEIGHBOR DIDN'T
SHAKE THE BUG SPRAY!
911 Operator: Calm down,
the SWAT Team is on the way.
The reason that it is illegal
not to shake bug spray is probably
because someone didn't shake a
can, had an accident (hopefully invalving an explosion and lots of
shrapnel), and sued S.C. Johnson
Wax, the makers of Raid.
In these days of everyone suing everyone, including themselves,
it is hard to do anything and not get
a law suit filed against you. For
instance, chances are good that I' 11
get sued by
theendofthe

111 get sued by the end of
tent:vithitsdi- the week because I didn't week . berections.
cause I didn't
" s o put a (TM) at the end of put a CTM) at
what are the Rai·d ~ct .n
"Ra·id(TM)"/ Raid,
the end of
directions?"
!-"' 1
as in
you ask. Well
I'll tell you:

D .I -

patent pending/don't
even saythe WOrd

"Raid(TM)"/
copyright/
patent pend-

without a lawyer.

RECTIONS
ing/don't
FOR U S E : - - - - - - - - - - - - - • even say the
Shake before using. Point spray word without a lawyer present.
nozzle away from face (I'm assumThe problem is that the US is
ing this means your face, not the chock full of attorneys. For inbug's face) and press button, hold- stance, I recently saw a shocking
ing container as upright as possible. statistic that said the United States
That's all the directions there has only about 5 percent of the
are, so I suppose it would be a world's total population butover30
Federal violation if you were to (a) percent of the world's lawyers, and
not shake the container, (b) spray it they all want your money.
toward your face, or (c) not hold the
If you turn on the TV orradio
can as vertical as humanly possible. it's likely thatyou'llhear a law suitThat's right. It is a felony NOT to happy lawyer advertising his firm:
"Hi, I'm John Mitchell of
shake a can of Raid. If you happen
Mitchell,
Mitchell, Mitchell &
to see. a "non-shaker," as the FBI
calls them, I strongly urge you to Mitchell P.A. If you're .like huncall 911 and report the criminal to dreds of millions of Americans who
breathes air, there's a good possithe authorities.
911 Operator: Is your emer- bility that there's a law suit in it for
you. Have you ever considered the
gency police, medical or fire?
You (screaming uncontrol- dangers of breathing? Carbon di-

•

oxide can be a deadly poison, and
everyone around you is exhaling
carbon dioxide all the time, making
your breathing hazardous. There's
no reason why you can't sue everyone on the face of the planet, not to
mention animals. Please come by
ouroffice today and we' 11 get working for you because remember, at
Mitchell , Mitchell, Mitchell &
Mitchell, we don't quit until you
have several Ferraris."
Lawyers are everywhere.
They're in big cities, small towns
and villages, convenience stores,
and even right here on campus. If
you have law trouble, such as you
forget to file Tax Form 1Ow40, the
UCF Student Legal Services can
getyoualawyerfreeofcharge. O.J.
.. Simpson should have considered
hiring the free-working UCF attorneys, instead of paying his lawyer
squad an estimated $8 billion dollars a week. (The total is even more
. ifF. Lee Bailey's food expenses are
,
added in).
But that's not to say we don't
need lawyers. Without lawyers,
there would be no Matlock, Perry
Mason or Court TV. Also, without
lawyers, John Grisham would have
virtually nothing to write aboutlong bout of silence-(John
Grisham writes legal thrillers such
as The Fimi and The Client). Ha!
Ha! Good one. Millions of people
every year need the help of a lawyer, but if you stay out of trouble
and regularly shake your bug spray,
you can lead an attorney-free life.
Good luck.
*Hey, look! AnlnteractiveColumnist !
E-mail
me
at
david.swartz@outdoor.com. (Thatlast
pericx:l was for sentence-ending purposes. Don'tincludeitintheaddressor
your message will be sent to aliens).

By now I'm sure we know the Japan to loosen rules hindering the
Japanese motto "Business is war," sale of American cars and parts in the
and in June, we came close to de- land of the Rising Sun. The Japanese
claring it. Things have cooled down want us to prcx:luce more vehicles that
in the aftermath of the U.S./Japa- will sell in Japan.
It's a shame that things have
nese trade war that almost was.
United States trade representative gone this far, but Japanese auto-makMickey Kantor and Ryutaro ers simply did what business people
Hashimoto,Japaneseministerofiri- do: Find out what consumers want,
ternational trade and industry, de- . prcx:luce it and sell it. If Americans
serve kudos for the progress they preferJapanesecars to American ones,
made. It looked likely that we were then Japanese automakers will make
going to impose sanctions on Japa- more money and be able to flex more
nese luxury cars unless Japan al- muscle in trade discussions than dolowed us access to its - - - - - - - - - • mestic auto-makers.
Obviously, it would
automotive market.
But what will the fuOya
be better for us if the
ture bring?
situation were reIt would be
versed.
foolishtoassumethat
The Japanese
all is well. People
work hard for their
can-and
donl
companies and see
change their minds.
them ·in a positive
light. To them, kigyo
Ending what I call the
Cold Trade War will
image-the·· comrequire AmeriGan ~elf-reliance and pany image-is· highly important.
improved productivity, instead of The loyalty that American workers
reliance on bigger, better deals frorri feel for their companies is protean
our Eastern competitors. I am not at best. This is particularly true in
anti-Japan;Ithinkwecanlearn from the '90s, when too many ofus have
the Japanese, and they from us. But, been left holding pink slips through
apparently, doing business with no fault of our own. To say this
them can be an adversarial process, affects our morale is an immense
and it is necessary for us to be on understatement.
guard.
As I said earlier, we should
Onemightask, Whycars?Well, notlowerour guard. Let us use what
according to the Orlando Sentinel, we have learned in the past decade.
cars and car parts make up more than To the Japanese, we are merely
$60 billion of the trade deficit with gaijin, or foreigners. The time has
Japan. The formidable island nation come to prove ourselves. To avert
kept its automotive market closed to both potential and real trade wars in
us while moving into ours, in which it the future, we Americans must asnow holds an alarming 25 percent sess things as they are, and act decistake. America wants Japanese deal- sively. For the moment, Japan is
erstosellmoreU.S.-builtvehiclesand clearly jiiyaku-thereal boss. Let' s
wants Japanese automakers to buy workharderandsmarterandgetthe
more U.S.-built parts. We also want boss's job.

Th I lty that
e
American
feel fo
workers
r
th •
a ·es
e1r comp
is protean at best

After all, he swore to tell the bulh, the whole bulh... A Senator
speaks out
What the heck is going on
with trials these days? It used to be
that what we talked about was the
tidal wave of stupid law suits. But
not anymore. Now the hot court
topic has been the dramatization of
criminal cases.
While the preferred reform of
the day is Welfare, I think we might
consider court reform as a serious
means of cutting our government
budget. Take the Susan Smith trial
for example. It received a lot of
press but doesn't even start to compare to O.J.. But then, O.J. maintains his innocence. Susan Smith
confessed to the murder of her two
children. Why was there a trial in the
first place? And don't give me the
excuse that it's just done that way. I
want to know why.
The truth of the matter is that
when someone goes on trial for
murder, or rape for that matter, we
fully expect that the defendant is
going to lie. I'll grant you. that if

someone is capable of one of these
despicable crimes, they probably
also lie; still, wouldn 'ta little truthtelling be refreshing?
So when someone like Susan
Smith comes along, and finally
comes right out and says something
to the effectof"Okay, I did it. I don't
know what came over me, but I did
it,' then the court should be obliging
and say 'well, Ms. Smith, that was a
very horrible thing to do, but we're
certainly happy you found it in your
murderous heart to come clean. So
off to prison with you, and we'll
save the State the expense of a trial.

and by the way, would you like any
extra cigarettes for saving us the
time and trouble?"
But, no. That clearly isn't going to happen, not in this decade.
Our constitutional notion of theright
to a fair trial apparently includes the
assumption that defendants are going to lie and say, "No I didn't do it,
ldidn'tldidn't, I didn't!" So deeply
entrenched in our scheme of murder
trials is this, that when it doesn't go
that way, really wacky things can
come of it-which leads me to the
news story that was the inspiration
for this story.
In a story from the AP headlining as, "Suspect Comes Clean;

Lawyer Faints" we hear ofjust such
a case. The story begins, "In a Perry
Mason-like moment, a public defender fainted in a courtroom when
her client took the stand and admitted killing a prostitute."
Now I don't know about you,
but I find this refreshingly amusing.
I'm sick to death of OJ. and the
gang, but I would have loved to
have seen this moment.
The defendant, Huffman,
went on to say "I wanted to ruin
someone else's day." It was apparently then that his defense attorney,
Eagle, dropped to the floor. She
offered no explanation of her swoon
and while the Judge said she was
affected by the heat, my guess is she
realized that her client just got a
second chance to ruin someone
else's day, and jumped on it.
*Look, an interactive Opinion Editor too! E-mail your comments, letters or columns to patfox
@eWorld.com

O Kevin Koenig
previews his article
to appear in
Thursday's paper.
Last week, another publicationreported that "last year's Senate
decision to submit the budget and
the stipulations for Hitt's approval"
stalled the budget. That's partially
true. We did submit the stips and the
money allocations as one bill. What
they forgot to mention, and the real '
reason for the delay, was two stipulations that would allow SGA to
approve the Student Union Budget
($591,000, $1 for every credit hour)
and the appointment of CAB's directors.
Dr. Tubbs (823-2626) stalled
the budget, not the Senate! Call and
askhim why he believes SGAis not
competent enough to approve the
Student Union Budget.
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Club Info

Classified
Love seat $50 Qbo
nights 366-2384

UCF areaM'aterford Lakes ·
luxury condo. Lakefront, fully
furnished, including washer/
dryer. $460 a month. Call agent
382-1666.

UCF Butokukan Club: Karate,
FULL DUPLEX near UCF each
Aikido, Self defense,. Coed
side 2br, 1 bath w/ carport rent
classes forming. Open House 9-7
half
and live in the other! Priced
and 9-12, 7-10 pm Tue & Thu at
for
a quick sale at $72,400!
education bldg multipurpose r o o m i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
#5350657. Ask for Greg Rokeh,
to left of gym. INFO: 282-5579 or
Watson Reality 679-3400
Furnished bedroom for rent in
380-0227
private house 2 mi. N. of UCF.
365-9815

Roommates

Female wanted to share 2bd/2ba
apt at Bishop Park in WP. Must
be ok with cats, clean & considerate. $310/mo. + 1/2 util. Great
location, great price.
Call Robin 678-5389

M/F Non-smoker wanted to share
4/3 townhouse 1Omin from
campus near Howell Branch an~
Aloma. Own bath, W/D, dishwasher, etc. $240/mo; $100 dep;
split util.
Call 679-9494 (leave message).

August 31, 1995

Wanted

ICM-established, reputable
mktg. firm looking for dependable, responsible inside sales
reps. Immediate hire, FT/PT,
convenient location to UCF on
University Blvd. Benefits, Credit
Union membership. Guaranteed
salary + bonus & commissions,
paid training. Call (407)8589160 or (407)679-5455.

Top Dollar Paid-wantedProm, Homecoming, Bridesmaids
Gowns & evening wear. Highest
commissions paid on consignment
in tri-county area. We will come
pick up. Call 892-5505.

Tutors

Help Wanted

Univ. Highlands-F23-Renovated 1
& 2 bdrm, garden apts. Security
lighting, laundry, privacy wal.
$395-440 R.R. Prop 339-2233

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Earn up to $2000+/month. World
travel. Seasonal & full-time
positions. No exp necessary.
For info. call 1-206-634-0468
ext. C54181

Condo 2 bedroom/2bath $60,000.
Pool, tennis. 1 mile north of UCF 1----------------~
on Alafaya. Hunter's Reserve.
EARN $500 or more weekly
Call (904) 761-4879.
stuffing envelopes at home. ·
Send long SASE to: Country
Living Shoppers, Dept. S37,
·P.O. Box 1779, Denham
Springs, LA 70727

Waterbed, with heater, hose,
frame, headboard, the works!
Two years old, one owner,
originally purchased for $800,
asking $300, obo. Call Greg 6586821 days, 359-9054 nights.

TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make up to $25-$45/hr. teaching
2 BR, 2BA; new carpet; $580/
basic conversational English in
month; Fox Hunt Lanes 2838
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
Hunt Club Lane (904)335-5681
teaching background or Asian
leave message
languages required. For informa1------------r------------~
tion call (206)632-1146 ext.
J54181
House for rent-large 5 bedroom
Microwave-excel. cond. $50.
2 1/2 bath, large lot, 1+ mile from
Bedreoom set/full/7 pcs./excel.
UCF $950/month. Please call
cond.-$425. Call 660-8122 ext.
Waldenbooks is now hiring Prr
672-5772(present tenant) 657348 or eve. 330-2824.
for new store in Sanford area.
4124(Kristin owner)
Please call Matt at 267-7650

Administrative assistant-Girl
Friday for real estate developer,
20 hrs/wk, flexible hrs.,word
processing skills & transportation req., $7.50/hr.,
John 422-1000

Billions to be claimed
All students quality
$350 guaranteed

Earn cash stuffing envelopes.
Send SASE to PO Box 774
Olathe KS 6605.1

for a nominal processing fee

VALET PARKING POSITIONS:
City Nights Valet, Inc. is now
hiring runners to fill valet parking
positions at several locations
-across Central Florida. You
must be capable of intense
running, have a good driving
record and a great attitude. We
are looking for safe, careful
drivers who know friendly
service to a customer. You need
to be available at least one (1)
weekend night and one (1) week
day or night per week minimum.
Shifts available around the
clock, scheduling is flexible
around jobs and other responsibilities. Pay is outstanding. Only
clean cut, honest, hard-working
and serious athletes need apply.
Call (407)849-0670 to set an
appointment.

Wanting to hire female education
student to help homeschool two
fem ale students-5th and 9th
grades. Call 275-9902. ask for
Debbie. Flexible hours.

Singles
ATTENTION ALL SINGLE UCF
FEMALES- Single professional
male grad student, 33 5 ft. 7 in.
wants to meet SWF 18-40 for
dinning out and visiting art
museums. Send photo and letter
to C.H., Box 418
Goldenrod Fl 32733

Personals
TIRED OF DATING SCENE?
Don't just date, find a good mate.
Call & listen to messages. If you
want to, leave your own. Call 1900-787-2847 now ($1.98/min.,
avg. cost $8) 18 yrs/touch tone
only, longent. Orlando, FL
(360)636-3313.

Students needed to work at
Orlando lnt'I Airport, Sept 11-24.
Neat appea'rance required. 2030 hrs/wk. $7.00/hr. Call Dr.
. Klee 823-2270 or 678-0767.

Valet Parking Position
Available
FT/PT great tips, hourly,
commission. Please call Erik at
222-9475

..

Typists .

Word Processing, research
papers, manuscripts, resumes,
pick up and delivery, etc.
Call 366-9626.

Driver wanted for visually
hadicapped profeesor. Drive my
car. Call Bill Quain at 679-3247 or
ext. 5066

Call Besa at John Patrick Com usrv 407 671-9973

A Complete Exam & Xrays
0110 (INITIAL)

Resume/Typing- professionally
written. Call 249-0398 for quote.

A special denial care offe'r for UCF students... '

0274 (4 BITEWINGS)

FQR $9!
(A $65 Value)
Current UCF ID required
Take advantage of excellent dental care at
very comfortable prices. Just bring this
certificate with you on your first visit.
See you then! Offer expires 7/31/9 5

UCF TEAM DENTIST

11,,ourofficc poliC) lhJI !he palicnl and an) 01hcr pcr;oo rc1pon;iblc for pa)ffiCnl ha' lhe righ1 IOrcfu,,.,10 pay.cancel paymenl.or bc reimbur.ed for paymem for any 01hcnerv1ce.mmi na1ion.
or 1rcmmcn1 • h1rh" ocrtom1c'll"' a re\u ll ol and • Uhm7~ hour; ol rc'nondme lo 1he adveni,e1n:n1for 1hc lrcc.di1eoun1ed fee. or reduced fee o,ervice.examinmion. or 1rea1men1.

Welcome tCJ East Orlando Dental.
I'd like you to come in and get
acquainted with your new dentist and
save a few dollars. -

Desktop Publishing by Claire
Very professional, very quick,
very resonable. 14 yrs. Exp.
Mcintosh & Laser Printer
380-2162

George Yarko, D.D.S.

East Orlando

DENTAL
I

Certified: Implant Prosthetics ; Member:
· . American Dental Association, Academy of
General Dentistry, Academy for Sports Dentistry, Florida
Dental .Association, Central District Dental Association
Greater Orlando Dental Society; Extensive experiende and
postgraduate training in TMJ

11780 E. Colonial Drive
At the corner of Hwy. 50 and A/afaya Dr.
East Orlando

Other
Bally special limited program for
students and residents. Call
Walter 297-8400.

,----~-~--------~~---------------- -----~- --------------,

Classil'ied Advertising .J.-,Dorm
~I

~

Pleasecheckoneofthefouowing:
_For Rent
_Wanted
_Car Pool
_For Sale
_Services
_Autos
_Singles
_Tutors
_Roommates

_Greek Comer
_Club Info
_Help Wanted

_Personals
_Lost & Found
_Other

_Cash _Check Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs.
during the Fall and Spring Semesters.)
-----------------RATES: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $2 per line for all others.
Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and payment to The Central Florida Future,
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds, or fax form and
copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our offices,
located in the Lake Ebby Centre behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For more info, call (407) 823-8054.

~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ·- _ _ Na~,_::!dress, and phone (required): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~

'
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Player profile: Golden Knights I CENTRAL FLORIDA
star running back, Gerod Davis SPORT'S LEADER
COLLEGE CAREER
•1994: 94 carries 471 yds.
4 TDs 12 receptions 90 yds.
•1993: 70 carries 363 yds.
3 TDs 28 rec. 286 yds. 2 TDs
•1992: 183carries1154 yds.
10 TDs 14 rec. 114 yds.
•Rushed for 151 yds. in his
first collegiate game.
•First freshman in school
history to rush for 1,000 yds.
in a single season.
•UCF's all-time leader in
yards-per-carry at5.7.
•The Sporting News 1995
College Football Yearbook's
choice as best 1-2 punch
backfield in America, along
with fellow senior Marquette
Smith.

IIlGH SCHOOL

PERSONAL
•Born August 20, 1974 in
Gainesville, FL.
•Industrial Engineering major.
•Brother of three time AllAmerican Leonard, Jr. whq led
Division II in rushing and scoring
with 1,560 yds. and 20 TDs as a
senior at Lenoir-Rhyne.

•Graduated from Edgewater
High School as a member of
the National Honor Society
and the Beta Oub.
•Set a school single-season
record with 1,853 yds. rushing and 10 TD's.
•Earned all-state honors on
the gridiron.
•Orange County's Player-ofthe-year.
•CableVision Player-of-theyear.
•Finished fourth in the state
in weightlifting.
•Member of the third place
4x100 meter relay team.

HOME OF
THEUCF
GOLDEN KNIGHTS

-

UC'f 1 coci,eh Gene McD:o,w e,JI br,eaks
down the xts and o's
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Q & A with Eastern Kentucky coach, Roy Kidd
by TIM SPRINGER
Staff writer

From student to quarterback
to head coach, Roy Kidd has gone
full circle at Eastern Kentucky University. After graduating with the
class of 1955, it took Kidd a mere
eight years to secure himself a job
that he has held for 31 straight seasons. In those 31 seasons he has
compiled: a record of 257-91-8, a
winning percentage of .733,playoff
appearances in 15 of the last 17
seasons (most recently losing to
Youngstown State 18-15 last December), a career record of 7-1
against UCF and a stadium with his
name on it. Opening the '95 season
against the Golden Knights, Kidd
will be looking for number 258, but
will probably find number 92. He

has confidence that his team will be
ready to play tonight at the Citrus
Bowl and is expecting a tough game.
Here are a few words from the man
with a house that seats 20,000.
Central Florida Future: Being in your 32nd season as head
coachatEKU and leading your program to such an impressive record,
is there any possibility that you may
be planning to pursue a change of
scenery to the NFL or possibly an IA school?
Roy Kidd: No, we're pretty
happy where we are. EKU has been
good to us, and I don't see myself
going anywhere anytime soon.
CFF: HasEKU thought about
making the jump I-A anytime in the
future?
RK: No, no way whatsoever.
With gender equity and everything

you know, you don't really know
what's gonna happen with I-AA,
but Eastern has no ambition to go to
I-A.
CFF: I understand you have
a stadium named after you?
RK: Yeah, that's quite an
honor.
CFF: How does it feel walking into a 20,000 seat house with
your name on it?
RK: Well, it happened a few
years ago, and I don't think much
about it anymore. I guess the
stadium's to the back of me, I'm not
standing there staring at it or anything.You know, it's quite an honor
for me and my family and I deeply
appreciated it and to be very honest
I don't think much about it anymore. Sometimes it seems funny to
hear em' say Eastern will be playin'

1995 UCF Football schedule

)

Date

Opponent

Aug. 31
Sept. 9
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct.14
Oct. 21
Oct. 28
Nov.4
Nov.11
Nov.18

E.Kentucky
Carson-Newman
at Florida State
at McNeese State
Samford
Liberty
at Hawaii
at Northeast Louisiana
Bethune-Cookman
Troy State
Maine

Time

7p.m.
lp.m.
7p.m.
Sp.m.
lp.m.
lp.m.
Mid.
Sp.m.
4p.m.
4p.m.
4p.m.

at Roy Kidd stadium or somethin'.
CFF: How tough is it to recruit for a I-AA school?
RK: Well, you know most
kids want to go I-A I don't think
there's any doubt about that. Most
of em' have their sights set on I-A,
butevcryonccan'tplay I-A and a lot
of kids make a mistake by gain' to IA. You just got to get out there and
find the guys that want to play on
your level and the way I look at it, if
you expect to win you better sign
some I-A players
CFF: About your team,
coach. Listed as your top three returnees are QB Greg Couch, RB
William Murrell and WR Dialleo
Burks. Is there anyone on the other
side of the ball that you're looking
forward to having back?
RK: Well, McCombs of
course, our middle linebacker is a
good football player. Joe Smith, a
defensive back is a good football
player.
CFF: Your starting QB,
Couch; has _he experienced much
playing time?
RK: Hedidn'tplaymuchlast
year. Greg was red-shirted his first
year, then his second year he was
our back-up quarterback and in the
second game of the year our starter
broke his arm and he took over.
Then last year he got beat out by
John Sacca, he played some but not
a whole lot last year.
CFF: Seeing how EKU
- outscored their opponents last season 399-185, do you feel that your
defense is the main reason your

team did so well since they allowed
so few points.
RK: I think one complemented the other, I don't feel like we
played better defense a year ago
than I thought we would. We do
lack a little experience on defense
this year. W.:; lost some gooJ defensi vc football players. D ut, I think
really our dcfcn e played good and
our offense played good last year.
We got off to a slow start, but once
we got it gain' we played good on
both sides of the ball.
CFF: Your past teams seem
to have focused on the run. Has
anything changed in terms of the
type of offense you plan to use this
year.
RK: Not really. We'll run out
of the I-formation again. We've always been pretty much a running
football team. We try to supplement it
with the pass: I guess we get labeled as
arunningfootball team, butl'm a firm
believer you gotta be able to do that to
win...consistently.
CFF:Havingacareerrecordof
7-1 against UCF, how do you approach a game against a team that
you've been pretty successful against
in the past?
RK: I think each yearthatwe' ve
played Central Florida they've gotten
better, gotten better playe\'8. They've
got good talent. The state of Florida
plays great football. I think the last
time we played em' we lost to em'. So
you know, their program's gotten better and better and I'm suff it's better
right now than it was the last time we
played em'.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
Updated Depth chart
•
•
OFFENSE
WR Rufus Hall
Reginald Doster
• WR Eddie Keyes
Mark Nonsant
(Stuart Supe was a WR sfilrter--now out with
bruised knee)
·
TE
Scott Braun
Joey Hubbard
TB
Marquette Smith
Johnie Presley
Donald Huzzfo
FB · Gerod Davis
QB_ Daunte Culpepper Kevin Reid
Cornell Green
Matt Wittman
RT
Greg Harper
RG
Chris Tabscott
Steve Wagner
C
Chris Wrenn Ryan Gillis
LG
Alex Galvez
Marcus Jenkins
LT
Kevin Stewart
DEFENSE
CB
CB
SS
FS
LB
LB
DE
DT
DT
DE

•

Allen Powell
William Washington
Donnell Washington
Kenton Rickerson
Nakia Reddick
Kendrick Thomas
Anthony Cooks
Robert Braucht
Tarvares Tate
Emil Ekiyor

Darryl Latimore
Louis Lubin
Adrian Ellis
Deon Porter
Altman Carter
Steve Grubba
Jameil McWhorter
Jerod Durant
Corries Hardy
Jermaine Benoit

SPECIALISTS
P Charlie Pierce
K Charlie Pierce
SN Mark Brown
• recent changes in italics.

...............·-·...............

RADIO
Hear all the games live on our flagship station 540 The Team,
with select games on 740 WWNZ and WHOO 990. Join Marc Daniels
and former NFL star Gary Parris for every play, with sideline reports
by Jeny O'Neil. Thursdays at noon, it's "UCF On The Line" with
Gene McDowell and Marc Daniels on 540 The Team.
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Todd Cleveland found out all his
talent can't help in the classroom
where you are."
Luckily for UCF, there are some
pretty decent pieces to pick up. Eddie Keyes
and Rufus Hall will be returning from last
season 's squad, and some speedy freshmen
will be called upon to bolster this year's·
receiving core. But just how good can this
year's crop of receivers be?
"Without Todd, we' ll be a great football team from the receiving standpoint.
by JUSTIN DELIAS
Had Todd been available, we would have
Assistant sports editor
been outstanding," Chandler continued.
As the University of Central Florida "This may have been one of the best recei vGolden Knights embark on their new jour- ing cores in school history."
U nfortunatley, academics are becomney into "big time" football, one set of
hands will be co~spicuously missing from ing an increasing problem for student aththe receiving core. It's the hands that be- letes on college campuses. This will not be
long to wide receiver/kick returner Todd the first time that Knights fans will notice a
Cleveland, with which he pulled in 20 re- marquee player mising from UCF sports.
ceptions for 385 yards ( a 19-plus yard Stand-out forward Ochiel Swaby was
average) and five touchdowns. In addition, suspeneded from the basketball team for a
he averaged over 31 yards per kick return semester last year due to the same acaand scored three tquchdowns-~ earning him demic problenl Cleveland is now fac_ing.
Whose to blame in these situations.?
All-American honors.
.
Big things w~re expected.from Cleve- There are too many players on football
land this year, but he will ·~ot be able to team for coaches to be a~le to closely track
fulfill those expectations due to academic every single player's progress. However,
suspension. Specifically, the NCAA ruled Cleveland's situation has not come as a
that Cleveland's academic progress was surprise.
"We've know11 from the beginning
not far enough along. The NCAA requires
student athletes to pass at least 24 hours per that we needed to give him maximum suyear(18 hotirs combined from the fall and pervision and we did that," head coach
spring) with a 2.0 grade point average. Gene McDowell stated.
Cleveland had trouble completing
Cleveland did not pass the 18 hours, and he
some
of
the requirements to enter UCF as a
photo/SOLARES
did not maintain a 2.0 GPA.
"The ineligibility is mostly my fault," freshman. The coaches saw the warning
UCF fans won't get to see wide receiver Todd Cleveland hauling in many
·c1eveland said sullenly. "Just being stupid- . flags back then and have kept an eye on.him · passes like this one, due to his academic suspension for the 1995 season.
trying to go out and party when I should ever since.
have been studying. I just have to learn
"I don't think our staff was negligent
"This summer I've learned a lot about surely be missed on Saturdays, all is not
from it."
at all. We gave him the opportunity to have studying," Cleveland said. "I took three lost. The suspension serves as a wake-up
Cleveland has the big:..play capabil- the study halls. We gave him the opportu- classes this summer and I think I've studied call for all of the players on the squad to pay
ity to score anytime he touches the ball. nity for tutorial llelp. We gave him daily and went to. class tnore this summer than I special ~ttention to their studies, which is
Therefore, it is no surprise that he UCF motivation," McDowell explained. "Todd's did the wnoile last year."
the reason they are iu colleg~ in the first
coaching staff is scrambling to make nec- a good man though, I think he may have a
As one might expect, football is not place. Right? No one is immune from the
essary adjustments to. compensate for the renewed motivati~n for being successful at the top o.f Cleveland's list for things he possibilities of suspension, no matter bow
loss of Cleveland's speed and s~O'fing pres- with his school work."
good that player is.
needs. to work on this year.
ence.
,
It is often said that you don't know
''It made everybody think that if Todd·
"My goal now is to finish out the fall
"You can;treplace Todd Cleveland," · what you have until it is gone. Todd Cleve- . and spring semester with-} 3.0 average," Cleveland-big name, big-play receiver-could'
wide receivers coach Wes Chandler ex- Iand has experienced this first hand, and it Cleveland explained.
slipupwithhisgrades,thenanybodycan,"backplained. "You have to pick up the pieces definitely has changed his outlook on life.
Although Cleveland'_s efforts will up quarterback Kevin Reid agreed.

D The Golden Knights
wide receiver talks about
the difficulties involved
with being a studentathlete.
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Golden Knights have something
to prove in their home opener
D UCF prepares to face a
team that has.been to the
I-AA playoffs 15 ti'mes.
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

photo/HUNT

The Golden Knights have been practicing hard for Thursday's game. Here
we see senior defensive tackle, Curtis Dix, soaking up a little sun.

"This is the last year we'll have a
chance to replace the 1990 team picture on
the wall," boasted UCF coach Gene
McDowell, referring to the picture he puts
on his wall of UCF's best team during his
tenure.
Senioroffensive guard Chris Tabscott
feels the picture alone is reason for the
Golden Knights to bust out of the gates in
their home-opener Thursday night.
"Last year was disappointing,"
Tabscott said.
The Golden Knights also need the
victory to help them exorcise the Valdosta
State demons that are said to still be roaming the Citrus Bow 1.
Kendrick Thomas, a junior linebacker, is motivated by the fact that the
game is on television.
"It's kind of like ESPN Thursday
Night College Football, except it's on the
Sunshine Network," Thomas retorted.

Whatever the reason for motivation

is, every player should have lots of it. This
is a breakthrough game for the Golden
Knights in a transitional year.
UCF will be facing Division I-AA
powerhouse, Eastern Kentucky. The Colonels lead the series 7-1, including a 24- J2
victory over UCF in 1990, bot McDowell
has bigger things to worry about-such as
a freshman starting at quarterback.
"We have eliminated some of our
playbook for Daunte," McDowell said. "I
think it will help some of the other guys,
too."
Kendrick Thomas has been extreme} y
impressed and almost injured by
Culpepper' s strong arm.
"I batted one of his balls down and it
almost broke my finger," Thomas said.
UCF' s depth chart has been reshuffled this week. Running back Mike
Grant has been outperformed by true freshman Johnie Presley according to McDowell,
and has been demoted to third string. Wide
receiver, Eddie Keyes, won the starting
position when fellow receiver Stuart Stipe
went down with a bruised knee.
"If I put in a receiver and he doesn't
catch the ball, don't expect to see him again
next week," McDowell said.
Did I mention that extreme pressure
is also a good motivator?

,

•

•
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· uxzrped tour madness... F-2
"it ain'tall black &white': ~ . F-2
cd's on the horizon... F-4
· filmboy's stilljlyin' high... F-5
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black & w[VJOU@
by MIKE WHITE
Music editor

<

I caught Marcy at Sapphire Monday
night and as I expected they were fabulous,
combining ear-splitting guitar feedback
with gorgeous vocal melodies. Unfort.unately, their set was too short, and the
crowd didn't fully get into the show like
they did the last time Marcy played in
Orlando. Still, they played aggressively, as
if they were in front of a huge throng of
worshippers. They' re from Atlanta so we' 11
probably here from 'em again soon.
Winter Park's Nightside Assembly
sent me a tape about a month ago, and I
think it's pretty rad. I say I think because I
haven't been able to wrestle it away from
my roommate, whose been holding it hostage in his car stereo for weeks. The band
has played numerous gigs with 7 Mary 3
and Tabitha's Secret, local bands who
signed recording contracts with major labels- which isn't to say Nightside will be
signed next, but I've heard several labels
are interested in them.
If acoustic semi-folk in the singersongwriter tradition is your cup of tea,
check out Vonra (No his name isn't really
spelled like that). You '11 usually find him at
Scruffy's or The Mill playing mostly original music with honesty and conviction. His
songs are put together well, and his melo·dies are extremely memorable and never
cheesy. I just wish he'd use an entire band.
I get tired of the one-man-and-his- guitar
routine.
Oh, by the way, come down to the
Firestone on Mondays and party with our
staff. No, there isn't any live music but the
beer is free, so you can come catch a buzz
and then head out and catch a band somewhere etse.
I hear WJRR(lOl. l) might start playing LYME in an attempt to break them the
way they did 7 Mary 3. It would be cool to
see another Orlando band push through,
but if LYME wants to make it they need to
come off the Alice in Chains tip a little bit.
That's the only thing I see holding them
back. Their songs and live performances
are excellent.

I

tlje fx of"

D The C.EE staff, the bands, the beer &
the 13- year-old skaters in a stunning
. . . . .-....1-chillin out at The Warped Tour.

Sublime's Bud (above) and Sick of It
All's Lou (below) sign a few autographs, while skater joe (top left)
flies off one of The Warped Tour's
half-pipes.

Orange 9mm (cover & below) and L7
(above) jam on Warp's Main Stage at
The Edge on August 12. The combination Punk Band/ Kid Skating Tour
drew over 3,500 fans in Orlando.

In an attempt to promote the Orlando
scene (and make a few bucks before the late
night dance crowd settles in) Barbarella is
having local bands on Wednesday nights.
Any downtown venue pushing local bands
gets my vote of approval. The built-in crowd
in the downtown area and the club's cool
atmosphere should have locals fighting for
a gig at Barbare11a's.
A cool, new band on the Orlando
scene is Juicy Fruit, a rock band with rap
leanings. I saw them at Sapphire a week or
two ago and they were excellent. The band
features my good friend, Santino Pichardo,
on bass and 15-year-old Dean Andrews on
drums. Their songs are unconventional,
twisting and turning like a varicose vein.
One minute it's jazzy, the next minute it's
Rollins.

..
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Regal Cinema 7

(277-1454)
Morta/Kombat (PG-13)
1:10,3:25,5:40, 7:55,10: 10
A Walk in the Clouds (PG-13)
1:30,3:40,5:50: 7:55, 10: 10
Dangerous Minds (R)
1:45,3:50,5:45, 7:45,9:45
Desperado (R)
1,3: 15,5:30, 7:45, 10
Sometbingro TalkAbout (R.)
3:25,5:35, 7:45, 10
Lord of Illusians (R)
1: 15,3:30,5:45,8, 10: 15
The Prophecy (R)
1,3,5,7,9
The Baby-si,tter's Club (PG)
1:00
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Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Nestor Torres
at Pinkie Lee's

Eddy Shaw
D The Wolf Gang
at Sapphire

7 Mary 3
w/ Smile
at the Ron Jon Pro-Rm
in Cocoa Beach

Passion 2
at The Edge

The Beat Me Ups
at Yab Yum
Pendulum Swing
at Jani Lane's
Sunset Strip
Christian Uenezuela
at Sapphire
Supper Club

Hypnos
w/ PHUL and Pug Ugly
at BT Grinders
Derek D The Slammers
at The Mill
Shana
at Yab Yum

The Lears
D Curious Yellow
at Go Lounge
Crash Basket
w/ Kings Duer and Slab
at BT Grinders

.........-

:r:

•..... _.-.. .

Monday
Lyme
w/ Penedulum Swing
and Attic Sunday
at Sapphire
RHiS Party
at The Club at Fires ton

•Wide Area Coverage
• :u ·n limited Calls
• Only $9.99/ Monthly

Enzian '/beater
(6444662)

Crumb(R.)
F!M!I'u/W7
Sa/Su 4:30 Th 2:00
Wigstock: The Movie
F/Sa 9:30/11:30
Su-Th9:30

More students take Kaplan's courses every. year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

AMC Fashion Village 8

(896-7688)
General Cinema

1-800-KAP-TEST

atc.donitdPromenade 6
(8<)8- 7707)
GC at Fashion Square 6

(896-2571)
University 8

I

BACK TO SCHOOL
SPECIAL

KAPLAN

The answer to the test question.

HEWLETT PACKARD
DEEP DISCOUNT PRICES

(657-1661)

FULL SETS ·$2S.OO
FOR A LIMITED Tilv1E ONLY

For FREE Movie
Passes to Universal's
To Wong Foo, Thanks
For Everything,]ulie
Newmar, st.op by the

9465 E. COLONIAL DR. STE 109

Future offices after 12:30
at 11875 High Tech Ave.
Suite 250 (across the
street from Burger King).

384-0031

11 :·oQ A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY
PHILLIPS HALL 115
281-4438

St. Joseph's
Catliofic Cliurcli
1501 Alafaya Trail

Saturday Vigil

Ma~s:

6 p.m.

Sunday Masses:
8 a.m., 10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m.

275-0841

• HP 48GX Graphic
• Full line of
HP scientific & Expandable (128k)
• HP 48G Graphic (32k) &.==;;:;:.ti
business
• HP38G (New)
calculators.
• All software for above
•HP lOB
• All Peripherals
•HP 17 Bil
• HP200LX

Palmtop Computer

~el ~:~K'f~b

HP48GX

Call Don O'Rourke NOW! at
INTERNATIONAL Calculator & Computer
898-0081 • 2916 Corrine Drive • by the Navy base

11'1 AWOl or lOVE
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China Drum

gren

Barrier Ep
510Records
Grade: BTry Melding the altema-rock sound of
Samiam with the hard-rocking rhythms of the
Doughboys and Barrier Ep is what you get
These SF Bay rockers are typical of the
bands coming out of north California, and the six
songs on Barrier are promising enough to sell,
but I think the market is already inundated with
their sound. Typical of the album is "One Way
Down," a fast, driving power chord feast. ''Biscuit Barrel" is an effective acoustic number,
which proves the young China Drum can write
well together.

Camp Grenada
I.RS. Records
Grade: C+
The first word I got on this album. was
that these guys sounded a lot like Nirvana Boy,
is it true! But that's not all that bad. If you like
early Nirvana, then you'll catch on quickly to
Camp Grenada
''Ballet," is chock full of crunching guitars, pounding bass, driving percussion and, of
course, plenty of feedback. "Ego" is a fun sort
ofpopsongand"SheShines"reallykicksanice
bass groove. The rest of the songs are basically
expected '90s grunge-although they 're entertaining at doing it, we've heard it all before.

•Patrick Martin

•Patrick Martin

Evil Stig
Evil Sti{

After7
Reflections
Virgin
Grade:B
To borrow a line from ''I Like it Like
That," I know what I like and I like it like that.
I knew what After 7 can give and I got it
Althoughtherearen'tanyextremelyoutstanding tracks, overall, Reflections serves its
purpose. Smooth, soft vocals with catchy and
graceful lyrics fill most of the soulful tracks.
"Sprung on It," and ''Givin Up This Good
Thing" give the album more of ajammin' edge,
but After 7 shines best on the dreamy and
romantic "How Do You Tell the One."
•Derek Krause

WELCOME BACK TO UCF
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
AMERICA'S VALUE MENU
OPEN AFTER MIDNIGHT

RECEIVE

1Oo/o DISCOUNT WITH VALID UCF l.D.

r--------------,
FREE SUB

I
BUY ANY FULL SIZE SUB
. AND GET A JUNIOR FREE
I
AVAILABLE AT THESE
I -G R I L L
MIAMI SUBS GRILL:
I
UCF
ALAFAYA
12201 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
11860 E COLONIAL DR.
I
ORLANDO, FL 32825
ORLANDO, FL 32820 .
I COUPON EXPIRES 10-31-95

______________

L

I
I
I
I
I
I

..

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER VISIT.

I

fjjii.FREE DRINK &fRiES,
I
I
I
I
I

L

G R I

L

FREE 20oz DRINK AND SMALL FRIES
••
WITH PURCHASE OF GYRO
L.
OR CHICKEN PITA
AVAILABLE AT THESE MIAMI SUBS GRILL:
UCF

ALAFAYA

______________
12201 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
ORLANDO, FL 32825

11860 E COLONIAL DR.
ORLANDO, FL 32820

I
I
I
I

..

COUPON EXPIRES 10-31-95
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER VISIT. I

Warner
Grade: B
Evil Stigis a live album thatresulted out
of the brutal rape and murder of Gigs lead
singer Mia Zapata, whose killer is still at
large. The album is a powerful rendition of the
an incredible set that took place in Seattle on
the last week of March 1995. The set started
as only one or two songs performed by the
Gits and Joan Jett on vocals but turned into 13
powerfully motivated songs.
The most chilling thing about this album is the power and inspiration it has. On
"Whirlwind" Jett sings with the
recorded voice of Mia Zapata.
"Guilt Within Your Head," "Second Skin," "Spear & Magic Helmet" and "Sign of the Crab" were
written by Mia and chillingly predict her own death and the way it
L
was done. Evil Stig spelled backwards is Gits Live and ironica11y
this foreshadows the power and
depth of this album.
Evil Stig is a haunting album
that cans for a person to pick it up.
The proceeds for the album furthermore will go to the Mia Zapata
InvesfigativeFundand groups dealing with Curtailing Abuse of
Women.
• Jeff Dethuin

Until Robots
replace Hmnans
... yolir plasma ~ill ·
always be needed

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:
*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluids for burns,
surgery, or
treatments of illness

VII VII

Nt

*Protect against infection
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening dieseases

"We will compensate you for your time
when giving the gift of life"
YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH

$25 UPON COMPLETION
OF FIRST DONATION ...
.
Call for information and/or appointment
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL.

•
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'Journey with
the mind of a film maniac.
Afilmboy.
Not to further harp, too negatively, on the sad state of
filmfare in our town, I've decided to take control of my viewing.
And Valenti can't stop me. I wentto Tampa to see Kids. Don't get
me wrong, I love my town, despite its lack of film pride, but I've
saved a few bills and this film is too pivotal to wait for some
backwards coward to bring it home. I ventured Tuesday out of my
bounds, which I only recommend for film psychos only. Tampa
wasn't 300 miles south. And hey, this is a generational/NC-17
deal, I'd feel like a punk if I didn't go. Details are sketchy at this
time, but I'll sort it all out next week.
With all of these misplaced film reels, I might as well go
deeper into the hearts of man. San Fran. A bud of mine drove out
west He came back raving about the cultural mecca it wasclubs, art, theatre and ofcourse-I became violently jealous as he
piled the layers of film flyers and literature int<;> my celluloidstricken hands. One mega comment-he saw 1/10 of Krzystztof
Kieslowski's massive epic The Decalogue. CbiUingly titled, A
Short Film About Killing. I eeked with raw envy as he told me
about it (yeah, like I'm going to see it any time soon???). Have I
ever mentioned how much I liked Red. Anyway, righfup my
alley-'-violence, destiny, Ktzystztof. Wow!
What does this :r:nean? Nothing really. Simply fyi w/ a
hopeful, dreamy cry of help. You'd think with all the movie stars
filming down here or at least, all the ones that tour Lake Buena
Vista, would notice a town without more than one art house. Hello,
***The Usual Suspects
One of those mysterious plot-sweat:ipg sucker whodunits.
Bordering B-movie stud Stephen Baldwin, Gabriel Bryne and
Kevin Spacey (the quick-witted salesman in Glengarry Glen
! Ross), are a part a heist-specialist group mastering in anything
I
from jacking guns to, well, murder? Spacey is the most intriguing
I character in the group. The story, told in haphazard flashbacks by
I ''The Gimp" (Spacey), simply is a in-depth Q&A between the
. just-off-parole Gimp and a desperately trying-to-be-tuff police
i detective (Bullets Over Broadway's Chazz).
The Gimp spills his guts about the thieves' escapades and
although he is constantly telling the story, he doesn't represent
himself in the flashbacks, which makes him out to be the most
fascinating character-aggravatingly creepy, in fact. Spacey
plays out ''The Gimp," named because he drags his mutated foot,
masterfully and convincingly. He, like in his role in Glengarry, is
sharp and sly in delivering his lines. The Gimp is a convicted
conman in Suspects, and when the film is over you might get a
' sense that you were pulled in on the con immediately, without
; even knowing.
The massive con was dealt thanks to its dutiful performances, including Spacey and an equally deviant Byrne, and its
tricky screenplay. The story, at times, does get a bit off-track.
Surprisingly, you'll find during your drive home that during that
supposedlapseoftime,youweregentlyengulfedintotheconeven
further. You might kick yourself because you wish you'd paid
more attention to every single detail-forget it. Mr. screenplay
· made it that way-confusing enough not to understand, but
· simple enough to come back to.
Tue shocker isn't too magnificent at first, but The Usual
Suspects isn't exactly your usual fanfare. Once you sort out all of
' your crimes and all of the Gimp's little references, you'll be
' pleasantly fulfilled by the aftershocks of Suspects.
*Mortal Kombat
Johnny Cage... Scorpio... Sub-z.ero. I did notin anyway take
· partinthisinsulttosociety'sintelligence.Pleasesayldidn'tMortal
1
Kombat is the nations number one movie-twice?
Actually, I wouldn't be an objective voice if I didn't go see j
the occasionally shoshfest Nevertheless, I still have my pride.
You'dthinkwiththe50screensMortalKombat''splayingon,they
could set a screen or two aside for something unique. Maybe I was
wrong about Christopher Lambert MK3--KIIL ME NOW.
-What's the square root of Tom Hank's foot size?
-Clockers is coming & tix are on the way.
-Ask yourself this question ''Have I seen Crumb ?"
-The ravishing beauty on my logo ... Relf s Irene Jacob.
1 Sept-Magic in the Water, Dr. Jekyll and Ms. Hyde. The
Pro he ·,The Usual S ects, Wi swck:The Movie

J.

>

SEPTEMBER 23RD IN TALLAHASSEE
$21 RESERVED TICKETS
(Large Blocks Available)
CALL (407)823-1000

.
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Defender Leslie Golden and mid6elder Kelly Stout will lead • Any sports photographers or writers
an experienced group this season for the Golden Knights
out there looking to work for free? If
WOMEN'S SOCCER, from page 20
Ruth and Liz Shaw. Shaw, who forward Kim Shrum from Lake
you are, and you see this, please call
started 33 consecutive games at Brantley High School in Orlando,
started in all 35 games while at sweeper, suffered a season-end- Florida, and freshman midfielder
sports editor Jason Swancey at 823UCF. Senior midfielder Kelly ing knee injury in the first game of Christina Webb from Harrison
Stout with two goals, 11 assists last season and was granted a Central High School in Gulfport,
8054 (extension 28). Especially if you
and 15 points should also bring medical redshirt.
Mississippi, could also end up
savvy and game experience. The
"All three redshirts will be playing key roles in yet another
want to cover crew, waterskiing or
defensive stal wart,juniordefender significant this year," Richter said. TAAC Championship.
Leslie Golden, also brings her "Liz Shaw's leadership is impor"Liz Shrum started in a prerugby. Thanks.
stingy statistics-zero goals, two
assists, two points and an AllT AAC trophy to boot.
"I
believe
Jennifer
O'Conner will be able to step up
and fill the void left by Kelly
Kochevar," Richter said.
There will also be three redshirted freshmen returning. Freshman goalkeeper Alyssia O'Brien,
sophomore midfielder Rebecca

tant for our team."
Top newcomers, freshman

season game and looked very good in

practice and in games," Richter said.

FAMILY DENTAL OFFICE
ALL Phases of Dentistry
• Preventive
•Cosmetic
•Restorative
MOST INSURANCES ACCEPTED

EMERGENCIES WELCOME

WELCOME EXAM & CLEANING

UCF men's soccer
team has an
intemational flavor

Includes
FOR
• 2 Bite Wing X-Rays 00212 ADULTS
• 2 Periapical x:Rays 00220
SAVE $50 Reg. $95
• Complete Examination 00130
• Cleaning 00120
New Patients Only • Expires Sept. 28, 1995

$45

SPECIAL DENTAL RATES FOR UCF STUDENTS

MEN'S SOCCER, from page 20

r

Sweden and Shane Grant from
New Zealand are both expected
to make considerable impacts.
The Golden Knights also
have a South African (Travis
Bender) and two Finland natives (Riku Rihilahti and Jussi
Wacklin).
"This year's team is very
young consisting of mainly
freshmen and sophomores,"
Winch said.

Includes
• X-Rays 00212100220
• Complete Examination
and Orthodonic Screening 00110
SAVE $45 Reg. $80
• Fluoride Treatment 01201
\.. • Cleaning 01120·
New Patients Only• Expires Sept. 28, 199~

CHILDREN'S SPECIAL

$35

Dr. Patel D.D.S., P.A.
niversity Park Plaza (Albertsons Supermarket formerly X-tra)
541 S. Semoran Blvd.• Winter Park

679-1308
ALL SERVICES BY FLORIDA LICENSED GENERAL DENTISTRY
THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHFR PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO
REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT, OR BE REEMBERSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER
SERVICE, EXAMINATION, OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND
WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISMENT FOR THE FREE, DISCOUNTED
FEE OR REDUCED FEE SERVICE, EXAMINATION, OR TREATMENT.

Wanted:
·Account Sales
Representative for
The Central
Florida Future,
make up to
$500.00 a week in .
your spare time.
Call 823-8054 and
ask for Richard
Agster.

CLEARANCE OUTLET
BEDDING

.

Sofa&
Matching Chair

4-pc. Oak
Bedroom Set
•Dresser• Mirror
• Nightstand

5-PIECE
DINETTE

Pre-Leased Name Brands ...
LEA • MORGAN • BASSETT
• LANE • BROOKWOOD
• QUASAR• SINGER• VAUGHAN

...

TWIN ....................... $99
FULL ..•...•...•.•....•..... 109
QUEEN ................... 129
KING .........••.••..•..•... 169
Set Includes Mattress,
Boxsprings and Frame

998 N. Semoran Blvd.
281-1097
(on 436 across from Office Depot)
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A TAAC Championship means
an automatic NCAA bid for UCF
ville, FIU, FAU and Campbell. The away
schedule isn ' t any prettier for UCF, as they
face Clemson, Wofford, South Alabama
and Alabama A&M.
To kick off the season UCF will host
the UCF Soccer Classic I. The tournament
will include Mercer, Coastal Carolina and
Radford. Later in the season the Golden
Knights will play gracious host yet again as
by JOE JUDKOWITZ
they hold the UCF Soccer Classic II.
Staff writer
"Clemson, who is ranked second in
The UCF men ' s soccer team has even the nation, and South Alab~rna are two
more incentive this season to capture the non-conference teams that are the toughest
T AAC Championship. Men's soccer is one on the schedule," Winch said.
This season's roster includes three
of the sports· that will be reaping the benefits that the T AAC conference has sown. seniors, 13 sophomores and 15 newcomFrom here on out the TAAC champion in ers. Among the notable returners are Chrismen's soccer receives an automatic bid to tian Cubill~s . one assist and one point,
Andy Marin, seven goals and 17 points to
the NCAA Tournament.
Last season the Golden Knights go along with his three game-winning goals
posted a 9-10-2 record and finished second · and senior defensemen Nate Omodt, with a
in the TAAC: .This year head coach Bob goal and an assist.
Roaming aimlessly · in front of the
Winch's aspirations are bit loftier.
"We have a legitimate chance to win goal this season will be Mike Drew, sophothe T AAC this year," Winch said. "Any- more goalie. Last season Drew posted the
fourth-best goals-against-average, 1.92,
thing less would be disappointing."
Disappointment is a word that Winch while making 59 saves in just over 1200
simply isn't going to deal with this season, minutes of action.
"The difference between my number
even though he is in the same division, ·
one
player
and my number 18 player is a
eastern, as FIU.
very
fine
line,"
Winch said.
"FIU is the toughest team in the
Winch
has
a new international crop
TAAC, especially this year because of rewith
which
to
work.
Lars Anderson from
cruiting," Winch said.
Among the Golden Knights formidable home foes this season are, Jacksonsee MEN'S SOCCER, page 19

O Men's soccer coach
Bob Winch won't settle for
anything less than a TAAC
Championship this
season.

)
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UCF sophomore goalie Mike Drew finished _last season with a 1.92 goalsagainst-average. He also made 59 saves in just over 1200 minutes of action.

Golden Knights search for their third straight TAAC title this season
O The UCF women's
soccer team has gone 2112-2 during coach Karen
Richter's tenure.
by JOE JUDKOWITZ
Staff writer

photo/STRODE

The Golden Knights women 1s soccer team, 13-5-1 in '94, is looking to once
again race past their TAAC foes for another conference championship.

Women's sports get ·little credit in
Division I-A, but for the most they tend to
be the most successf,ul programs. Such is
the case with the UCF Golden Knights
women's soccer team. They've gone virtually unnoticed despite being the 17th
winningest program in the country in the
'90s.
Corning off of a 13-5-1 record, the
women's soccer team hopes to repeat as
Trans American Athletic Conference
(TAAC) champions. The Golden Knights
were ranked in the nation's Top 20 during
part oflast season, and Soccer America had
the Golden Knights ranked as high as 19th
after they defeated national powerhouses
North Carolina State 4-2:
At the helm for the third straight time
is Karen Richter. She has a career coaching
record of 21-12-2. Richter has once again
put together yet another challenging nonconference schedule to prepare her team
for T AAC play.
"We are in a young conference for
women's soccer and I try to make our nonconference schedule as hard as possible by
choosing teams ranked not only regionally,
but nationally," Richter said.
The T AAC is comprised of two divisions, UCF belongs to the Eastern Division
with tough foes such as Florida International (FIU), Sletson, Florida Atlantic
(FAU) and College · of Charleston. The

Western Division is somewhat softer and
consists of Centenary, Mercer, Campbell
and Georgia State, along with first-year
programs Southeastern Louisiana and Jackson ville State.
The two top teams from both the
Eastern and Western Divisions will meet at
the site of the West champion to determine
this season's TAAC champion.
"FIU is definitely the toughest opponent in the T AAC, because most of their
key players are returning from injuries suffered last season," Richter said.
The Golden Knights will have to face
a schedule that might scare even the Lady
Tarheels (UNC). University of Massachusetts (U Mass), Alabama, Stetson, FAU,
FIU, Kentucky and Texas A&M will all be
coming to Orlando to test the Golden
Knights this season. UCF will have to hit
the road to face Florida, Mercer, Clemson
and UNC Greensboro. The Knights will
also participate in the Arkansas Adidas
Classic, which will include Creighton, Arkansas and Wyoming September 16-17 in
Arkansas.
"U Mass, Clemson, and Texas A&M
were all ranked nationally last year," Richter said.
The schedule's tenacity will be countered with the teams experience. This year
the Golden Knights team returns five starters as well as twelveretumingletterwinners.
Top returnees include senior midfielder
Jennifer O'Connor with seven goals, five
assists and 19 points, and was named AilT AAC Honorable Mention, junior
midfielder Amy Jones had six goals, six
assists and 18 points, and was also named
to the second All-T AAC Team. She has
see WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 19
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